
Under $3 : Magnetic Address Book - Ancient Egypt
 

Magnetic Address Book - Ancient Egypt

  

 

A classy magnetic stationery item - perfect size for Dad’s pocket or wallet, satchel, or car console. Similar in size to a credit card - ideal for
travelling. Original Retail Price was $4.95. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price: 
Variant price modifier: 

Base price with tax: $1.50

$1.50

GST Inc$0.14

Ask a question about this product  

 

Description 

Over 3000 Years in the Making!

 Similar in size to a credit card, ideal for recording information you would not want to store on your mobile
phone. 

Also a perfect resource for storing passwords or a keep-safe backup of info in case of loss.

There is a personal details panel on the inside front cover, allowing you to record details such as Emergency
Contact, Doctor, Blood Type & Allergies... if you wish.
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Under $3 : Magnetic Address Book - Ancient Egypt
 

The concertina style insert is ideal for recording addresses, notes, laptop IT codes, website access codes etc
-

that we all need on the move, these days - particularly ideal when travelling.

Comes assorted in the two designs shown - at this super special price. 

Anyone familiar with Ancient Egypt knows the mystique and sheer beauty of the many ancient sites and
treasures left behind thousands of years ago.

The magnetic covers (both back and front) of these magnetic-close booklets are adorned with some of these
treasures -

The Sphinx & Pyramids, Hieroglyphics within Papyrus Paintings & Pyramid Inscriptions.

Compact in size measuring 85 x 55 x 2mm and assorted in the 2 designs shown in graphics. 

At this price perfect to team up with a pen... if buying in bulk - get in touch - purchase we can team with a pen
for you on request.
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